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ABSTRACT
The novel coronavirus and related COVID-19 pandemic have introduced unprecedented public policy and health challenges. In addition, healthcare consumers and workers face poor coordination by government and health officials, who lack consensus on critical elements that range from understanding risks and managing uncertainty to crafting responses that could help safely guide their constituents. As such, healthcare organisations increasingly look to their own leaders to successfully steer patients and workers through the crisis. Insights from behavioural economics can help healthcare leaders communicate information to their constituents as they make important and difficult decisions under situations of risk and uncertainty. Understanding how people interpret information about risk and uncertainty, and how they might respond to strategies that help them contextualise this information through defaults and social norms, can lead to better outcomes in patient health, employee safety and well-being and overall health system utilisation. Leaders who effectively leverage these insights may chart a clearer path towards desirable short-term and long-term organisational outcomes.

This paper draws on insights from behavioural economics to help healthcare leaders guide their patients and employees through these times of risk and uncertainty, thereby increasing individual decision confidence. Healthcare leaders can start by communicating the known or unknown risks and outlining the steps their organisations are taking to understand and mitigate them. This will help people properly weigh the attributes involved in important trade-offs, or nudge them towards better choices by incorporating smart defaults and conveying positive social norms. By understanding the biases that shape decision-making, healthcare leaders will be better positioned to steer their constituents towards healthier choices during the pandemic and beyond. By managing uncertainty, risk perception and confidence among patients and healthcare workers, leaders can guide their organisations to better outcomes, ranging from patient health and employee safety to overall health system costs.

DECISION-MAKING RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS THE NEGATIVE CONSEQUENCES OF UNCERTAINTY
A key focus of behavioural economics explores how people make decisions under uncertainty, and the inherent discomfort presented by uncertain situations. Unlike its more calculable cousin, risk, uncertainty refers to situations where people do not know the outcomes or the probability that they will occur. Uncertainty is common in medical decision-making, where the probabilities associated with detecting and treating disease are often unknown. Like risk, the uncertainty associated with medical decisions is particularly unpleasant because of the human propensity to imagine negative outcomes, which often compromises the accuracy of judgements. Even in normal times, uncertainty can be so unnerving that people are often willing to pay more money, spend more time and incur greater pain to avoid making decisions with outcomes that cannot be easily weighted by the likelihood of occurring. Likewise, even when risks are more established (eg, a patient is told there is a 10% chance that her positive mammogram indicates cancer), people’s experiences, biases and emotional responses to risk information may lead them to inflate their perceived likelihood of negative consequences.

Since negative feelings associated with uncertainty can amplify perceived risk, people may overestimate the prospect of bad outcomes well into the future. Risk perceptions related to COVID-19 are influenced by several factors and varying degrees of certainty, including personal experience with the virus, individualistic and prosocial values, communications from friends and family, trust in government, science and medical professionals, personal
knowledge of government strategy and personal and collective efficacy.10 Not knowing the likelihood of contracting the novel coronavirus, or consequently becoming ill with COVID-19, may lead people to inflate perceived coronavirus-related risks relative to the more known risks associated with avoiding medical care for unrelated conditions. Furthermore, an inability to align judgements across health ailments can be dangerous—if not deadly—if it prevents patients from receiving treatment for conditions that may be far more dangerous to their health than COVID-19.11

Fear of COVID-19 pits some patients’ need to receive preventative, elective or urgent care against the uncertainty of contracting the unpredictable pathogen. Thoughtful leadership should recognise the importance of helping people properly calibrate contextual risk and uncertainty to prevent additional strain on healthcare systems. Globally, there are increased concerns that health problems will worsen and become costlier to treat without timely detection. This is harmful to patients’ health and has a detrimental impact on health systems that must balance overutilisation and underutilisation to smooth budget flows and revenue streams. Moreover, if the scourge of uncertainty spreads to healthcare workers, the resulting anxiety and fear may lower workplace satisfaction, productivity and overall well-being.12 Indeed, striking the right balance between providing treatment and mitigating risk and uncertainty is one of today’s biggest healthcare challenges. It is especially so for those in leadership roles whose balancing act includes patient and employee health, in addition to the fiscal management of healthcare systems that have suffered financially from the pandemic.13

MORE ACCURATE RISK PERCEPTION BENEFITS PATIENTS AND HEALTHCARE WORKERS

Although physical distancing measures protect patients and employees from the virus, the necessary physical isolation may increase online exposure to misinformation and politicised facts that negatively impact decision-making.14 15 Research has shown that inaccurate risk information both taints risk perceptions and leads to poor decisions, and extensive use of technology is associated with decreased tolerance of uncertainty.16 This intolerance further disrupts patients’ decisions to seek medical care or comply with health recommendations through distorted risk perceptions. To that end, healthcare leaders are obliged to help their patients and workers by effectively communicating known risk information and setting boundaries around the probabilities that remain unclear. This strategy can temper the negative emotional response that characterises these risky and uncertain times.17 Leaders can achieve this and relieve the fears of their constituents in three important ways: by promoting reliable information from trusted sources, communicating clear and accurate costs and benefits and gaining trust through transparency.

Reliable information from trusted sources

Where possible, healthcare leaders should review, use and promote best practices for safe clinical visits outlined by trusted health organisations (eg, WHO, National Health Service). These include adherence to NPIs such as physical distancing and mask wearing, as research shows that the perceived effectiveness of NPIs to reduce the risk of transmission is one of the greatest predictors of adherence to NPI guidelines.18 Moreover, people are more likely to accept outcomes associated with risk and uncertainty when the procedures leading up to them are perceived as well reasoned and fair.19 By establishing a record that organisational decisions flow directly from evidenced-based recommendations, people are more likely to comply because they understand the process by which the decisions were made.

Clear and accurate costs and benefits

Leaders should acknowledge that while the known risks and benefits of receiving necessary care cannot be directly compared with the uncertainty of contracting the coronavirus or suffering severe COVID-19 symptoms, the evidence suggests the latter is relatively rare. While health professionals often feel confident making recommendations with this knowledge, patients may not. For example, in a survey of patients at Vanderbilt University Medical Center,20 where 55% of respondents reported delaying medical care during the pandemic, the highest stated fear was contracting the virus from other patients. Leaders might assuage such uncertainty-related anxiety and heightened patient fears by promising NPI-compliant facilities that greatly reduce the likelihood of transmission and can ultimately encourage patients to seek necessary care.

Although people often rely on faulty intuitions over objective reasoning and facts when making judgements involving risk and uncertainty, strategies derived from behavioural economics can help people reason more accurately.21 For example, simply describing the risk of getting seriously ill from coronavirus in terms of frequencies (eg, per 100 patients) rather than percentages leads to a better understanding of risk, particularly among low numeracy individuals who often benefit from simplified framing.22 23 This approach illuminates that while, for many patients, there is variability in the likelihood of contracting the virus and becoming ill in an NPI-compliant clinical setting, that likelihood is within a range that remains quite low compared with the known risk of a serious health incident due to the failure to seek treatment for a new or pre-existing condition.

Trust through transparency

Transparency is crucial to maintaining organisational trust and managing expectations, including those involving risk and uncertainty. This is especially true when communicating bad news, such as when employees test positive or become ill with COVID-19. In a notable case, JPMorgan Chase violated its employees’ trust by limiting notifications that a worker tested positive to employees working on the same floor or who came in direct contact with the infected coworker.24 This meant that the remaining employees learnt of cases through the news and social media. Although leadership may have covered their bases by notifying only those most squarely at risk, many employees felt the notifications should have been more broadly communicated by the organisation. In part, this dissatisfaction stemmed from transmission rate uncertainty, as being exposed to someone who is infected raises the likelihood of infection by an unknowable amount, and that uncertainty is unsettling. Consequently, withholding this information undermined trust in the organisation’s leadership and represented a missed opportunity to help workers understand or process elevated risk perceptions.25 As with procedural fairness, transparency has many benefits to organisations26 which include greater employee trust in decisions.27 As such, we recommend that leaders build and maintain trust through operational transparency and by implementing strategies that quickly reduce risk-related anxiety when the crisis hits close to home.

USE NORMATIVE INFORMATION TO HELP PEOPLE MANAGE UNCERTAINTY AND CHANGE BEHAVIOUR

Once an organisation effectively communicates information about risk and uncertainty to help patients and healthcare
workers accurately weigh the costs and benefits of seeking care, they can facilitate seeking necessary treatment (in facilities that adhere to best practices) through their messaging. One strategy for persuasive messaging is sharing normative information, which sets expectations for ‘normal’ behaviour by describing the positive behaviours of other patients. Normative information can help people manage uncertainty by allowing them to calibrate their risk relative to that of similar others. Although this does not alter the actual risks, knowing how other people manage them can help patients be more confident that their own actions are safe and acceptable.

When appropriate, healthcare leaders can communicate the social norm that similarly situated patients are seeking necessary care, as this is a long-known and effective strategy for persuasion. Framing persuasive messages can be achieved with social proof, which signals that the recommended course of action is indeed the most popular, or with defaults, which can indirectly convey that a preselected option is recommended. These simple strategies have been remarkably effective in increasing influenza shot acceptance, an important defence in limiting the strain on healthcare systems during the pandemic. Research has shown that organisations that set vaccination as the default (but allow employees to opt out) can expect higher compliance than those relying on employees to opt in.

As an example of the social norm power of defaults, we look to our organisation, Duke University, and its efforts to increase influenza shot uptake among employees in the 2020 influenza season. During the pandemic, influenza shots were required University-wide for continued access to all campus buildings (ie, not just at the Medical Center, where influenza shots have always been mandatory). Duke employees could opt out, but only if they went so far as to obtain a verified medical or religious exemption, a structural design that preserved freedom of choice but required everyone to take action. For most, getting the influenza shot (ie, compliance) was the easiest path. Presenting vaccination as the default also sent a clear signal that getting the influenza shot was a norm that the University endorsed. Communicating this normative information reduces uncertainty and, combined with the added friction-filled steps for those who try to avoid the advocated behaviour, effectively increased uptake.

Implementing these strategies from behavioural economics has implications beyond employee health. For example, widespread adoption of the influenza vaccine among Duke’s workforce can help healthcare providers parse the signal from the noise when someone presents with overlapping symptoms of influenza and COVID-19. Moreover, since the influenza shot was distributed to a largely remote workforce, the required logistics and coordination produced insights that will inform the impending delivery of the coronavirus vaccines. Such ‘practice runs’ help leadership identify distribution challenges and assess how risk and uncertainty contribute to vaccine hesitancy, which may threaten adoption and prolong the crisis.

BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS STRATEGIES CAN HELP PATIENTS STAY HOME WHEN IN-PERSON CARE IS UNAVAILABILE

Deciding whether to seek care may not be an easy deliberation, and in some cases patients are safer at home. Just as healthcare leaders can use behavioural economics to nudge patients towards necessary in-person care, they can also use it to treat vulnerable patients at home when the chances of becoming seriously ill from COVID-19 exposure at a medical facility exceed those of postponing treatment or watchful waiting. Indeed, one silver lining of the coronavirus pandemic is the opportunity for healthcare leaders to explore cost-effective remote technologies that reduce non-essential in-person visits. Although innovation in medicine can often be mired down by regulation and competing interests, the current crisis has made ‘digital first’ a critical new default in healthcare delivery. Like defaults that convey normative information about what an organisation or policymaker believes is the best course of action, establishing remote care as the first-line treatment reduces the risk and uncertainty associated with seeking treatment.

As noted earlier, behavioural economics has shown that changing defaults can be a simple way to overcome status quo bias, or the general reluctance to stray from established practices. Since COVID-19 makes in-person healthcare (the prepandemic status quo) both riskier and more uncertain for everyone, many healthcare systems have updated their first-line treatment default to remote options, while in-person visits are scheduled only when truly necessary. The system-wide disruption caused by the pandemic presented an opportunity to reduce the friction that often interferes with organisations’ ability to implement strategies, such as changing defaults, that reliably produce behaviour change. For example, switching to digital health technologies and delivering prescriptions by mail are default-switching strategies that successfully reduced unnecessary in-person care, and its associated risks and uncertainty, during the pandemic.

Digital health technologies

Before the coronavirus pandemic, the broad adoption of digital health technologies such as telemedicine was slowed by concerns over liability and reimbursement. However, healthcare systems can now accelerate their use in the name of public health. Digital health benefits go beyond the pandemic-related safety of patients and healthcare workers, with the potential to enhance patient–provider communication and provide greater convenience with little to no cost increase. Enabling providers to take advantage of automation, for example, helps fill communication gaps between in-person visits and enables better patient self-management of both chronic and acute conditions. As digital health technologies become more sophisticated, they can incorporate a behavioural design approach that uniquely matches behavioural interventions to personalised patient needs via programmes that respond to user properties, biometric measurements, survey responses or task adherence. Indeed, there is great potential for physicians to integrate behavioural economics solutions into their clinical workflows and prescribe behaviourally informed digital health programmes to their patients to help manage their care at home.

Prescriptions delivered by mail

As people largely avoid retail settings, the pandemic produced greater reliance on mail-order prescriptions. Patients who receive prescriptions by mail are generally more compliant and pay less out of pocket than those purchasing retail prescriptions. The frictionless convenience of mail-order and ability to enact automatic refills leads to higher initial fill rates among patients and to greater medication adherence over time.

Although some patients and providers may revert to in-person healthcare delivery once the pandemic passes, others will simply stick with the new defaults, such as telemedicine and mail-order prescriptions, because they have become accustomed to them or the newer alternatives are more efficient, effective and economical. Indeed, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services has permanently expanded coverage of more than 60 telehealth services in
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recognition that digital care is essential during the pandemic and well beyond.

**FIRST, DO NO HARM**

While the underutilisation of healthcare services due to COVID-related safety concerns is alarming, the disruption presents an opportunity for healthcare systems to identify trends of overutilisation. For example, examining claims for services that were delayed or discontinued during the pandemic may reveal that some provided limited clinical benefit at exceedingly high cost or, worse, produced harm.\(^4\)\(^44\) Likewise, the rapid adoption of hygiene practices likely had the secondary benefit of reducing the transmission of other airborne viruses and bacterial infections that often complicate patient care and recovery. Given that many patients acquire complications and even die of preventable secondary infections, organisations can take advantage of the current health crisis to update their best practices and reduce the spread of all infections.

**CONCLUSION**

The vaccine delivery phase of the pandemic remains a time of continued risk and uncertainty. As we await more widespread distribution and better learn how to treat COVID-19 cases, healthcare leaders can leverage insights from behavioural economics to help patients and workers manage the risk and uncertainty that is now woven into the fabric of daily life. As they impose safeguards that minimise transmission rates in the workplace, many also realise that keeping everyone safe is only one of many hurdles to keeping people healthy and productive. An empathetic approach to how people interpret information about risk and uncertainty, and how they respond to strategies such as defaults and social norms, can lead to better outcomes in patient health, employee safety and well-being and overall health system utilisation. Leaders who reduce some of the uncertainty that concomitantly circulates with the virus, whether real or perceived, can help nudge people towards better decision-making and result in better outcomes for everyone.
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